
Blood and Gore
Intense Violence
Sexuel Themes
Strong Language
Use of Alcohol



HENRY
A capable and athletic survivor, Henry was a 
young child when the catastrophic events of 
2013 ravaged America. Above all, he prioritizes 
his role as the older brother and protector of 
Sam. Throughout the years, he and his brother 
are forced to grow and make tough decisions. 
They encounter their biggest challenge when 
their quarantine zone is abandoned, forcing 
them to search for a secure homestead. 
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KEY TRAITS
- Deep brown eyes  - Full lips  - Long shallow scar down the forehead  - Small scar across left cheek  - Scratchy and patchy beardFACE



Henry has tight brown curly hair, growing outward into a small afro. The afro is unkempt and has some curls 
more outward than other areas giving it a wavy silhouette. HAIR



Henry sports an oversized, sweat and 
grime-stained shirt, with a swoop neck 
and the sleeves removed. On his right arm 
is bandage wrap from when Ellie swiped 
him with her blade when they first meet 
thinking they each were the enemy. On his 
left wrist is a silver stainless steel clasp link 
watch that has seen better days.

SHIRT



As most survivors in the post outbreak 
world, Henry wears a standard pair of 
denim jeans with some light wash on the 
thighs. The pants are filled with holes and 
grimes from wear and tear but has one 
large hole on his right thigh were you are 
able to see the lining of his pocket.

For footwear, in a more nontraditional 
survivor gear, Henry wears a pair brown 
leather casual oxford shoes with two loops 
for laces at the top.
 

PANTS



Similar in style to Joel’s, Henry carries a tan 
canvas rucksack with multiple pockets for 
storage. The shoulder straps are reinforced 
with padding and multiple canvas hems, clasp 
buckles on the tan leather straps to keep the 
pockets closed, and a rolled up green blanket 
securing fastened.

BACKPACK





SAM
Sam only knows the world post-2013 – and 
this shaped his pessimistic and emotionally 
distant worldview. His older brother Henry’s 
perpetual oversight and protection have 
resulted in Sam’s fear that he will not survive 
in the future – and also catalyzes him to help 
wherever he can. Despite the bleak state of the 
world, he still manages to express childlike joy, 
whether it’s coveting a scavenged toy robot or 
finding moments to be playful. 

*This cosplay guide depicts imagery of artistic renders of in-game content.

The purpose of this guide is for information purposes only and does not give you 
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KEY TRAITS
- Deep brown eyes  - Full lips  - Small scar across left cheek and right neck  - Some prominent moles above left eyebrow and chinFACE



Sam has the same tight brown curly hair, growing outward into a small afro as his brother, Henry. The afro is even wild-
er with more curls stretching out in different directions, giving Sam a more youthful and child like appearance. HAIR



Sam wears a grimed covered white t-shirt 
with a faded tan-yellow zip up hoodie. The 
hoodie is caked with dirt and grime at the 
hem of the sleeves and torso.

SHIRT



Wearing a pair of blue denim jeans, Sam’s 
pants look they have been traveling for some 
time. Covered with grime and dirt on the 
bottom, there is patches of faded color on 
knees and thighs, small holes through out, and 
large sections of dirt along the side.

Sporting some older fashioned trainers, Sam 
wears a pair of gray and black running shoes 
that have a bit of retro flair with the air bubble 
in the heel.

PANTS



Carrying a more traditional school backpack, 
Sam has a simply faded blue bag with one 
large pocket up top and one small zipper 
pocket in front with leather strings on the 
zippers. Since this is a regular school bag, and 
not made for camping, Sam ties his thin green 
sleeping bag to his bag with cords of leather.

BACKPACK
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